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Executive Summary
The 1994 Landfill Cleanup Act (LCA) created
Minnesota’s Closed Landfill Program (CLP). The CLP
is an alternative to Superfund for closed landfills. It is
the first such program in the nation.
The LCA (Minn. Stat. § 115B.412, subd. 10) requires
the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA)
to provide a report to the legislature on past fiscalyear activities and anticipated future work. This
report fulfills the requirement and covers state fiscal
year 2004 (FY04) — July 1, 2003, to June 30, 2004
— activities and looks ahead to FY05 priorities.
The MPCA estimates that an additional $31 million
in general obligation bonding will be needed during
the next four years to successfully complete remedial
construction at 14 closed landfill sites.

The MPCA is authorized under the LCA to initiate
cleanup actions, complete closures and take over longterm operation and maintenance at 108 qualified
closed state-permitted landfills. LCA also authorized
the MPCA to reimburse eligible parties for past
cleanup costs, which has been completed. Before the
landfills are accepted into the CLP, the requirements
of a Binding Agreement (BA) must be met.
In 1999 and again in 2000, the legislature enacted
amendments to the LCA which changed entry
qualifications to allow for additional landfills to enter
the CLP. Based in part on these legislative changes,
one additional landfill entered the CLP in FY04, with
three more expected to enter the program in the next
year or two.
Through June 30, 2004, 108 landfill owners/
operators had a signed BA and had received a Notice
of Compliance (NOC), the final administrative step
before the state typically takes over landfill operations
and maintenance.
The CLP is in its tenth year and a significant amount
of construction has taken place through FY04. One
of the main goals of the CLP is to bring each landfill
in the program up to standards that are protective of
public health and the environment. The CLP is close
to reaching this goal.
The following list summarizes accomplishments from
the establishment of the CLP through FY04:
n 108 Binding Agreements signed (Freeway Sanitary
Landfill’s Binding Agreement is no longer in
effect);
n 108 Notices of Compliance issued;
n All reimbursements to landfill owners/operators
and responsible parties completed, totaling
$37,883,128;
n U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
reimbursements issued, totaling $4,014,550;
n 92 major response actions have been completed;

CLP
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n 79 percent of the program’s goal has been achieved
of limiting to the greatest extent possible leachate
being generated and infiltrating to ground water;
and

FY04 Program
Accomplishments

n 79 percent of the landfill gas generated by CLP
landfills that was economically feasible to be
captured was destroyed prior to being released into
the atmosphere.

During FY04, the CLP realized the following
accomplishments:

The graph on this page shows the progress achieved
by the CLP during the past 10 years. The MPCA
will need to complete response actions such as
construction of final covers, leachate collection and
gas-extraction systems at a few remaining landfills,
but a majority of that work has been completed.
When adequate funding for all remaining response
actions becomes available and the funded work is
completed, the CLP will move into an operation and
maintenance (O&M) mode. It is anticipated that the
CLP will be in an O&M mode in the next three to
four years.
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n 23 response actions were completed, totaling
$14,662,262;
n five percent further reduction in the total amount
of leachate that can reach ground water was
achieved through placement of adequate covers
and reduction of waste footprints;
n an additional 14 percent of landfill gas generated
by CLP landfills that was economically feasible to
be captured was destroyed prior to being released
into the atmosphere;
n a Binding Agreement and Notice of Compliance
were issued for the Cook County Landfill.

CLP

Funding
In FY04, funding for the program came from four
sources of revenue:
n The Solid Waste Management Tax (SWMT) and
associated fees (which also fund other groundwater and solid-waste-related activities).
n General obligation bonds.
n Funds transferred from financial assurance
accounts of closed landfills entering the program.
n Settlements from landfill-related insurance
coverage.
The 2003 Legislature substantially changed future
funding for MPCA programs, including the CLP.
Beginning in FY04, the CLP receives funding for
non-bond activities from the MPCA’s Remediation
Fund.

Solid Waste Management Tax and
Associated Fees
Revenues from the SWMT now go into the
Environmental Fund. The tax is composed of a
9.75-percent charge on residential-waste-collection
bills; a 17-percent charge on commercial-municipalwaste-collection bills; and 60 cents per cubic yard
of container capacity on industrial, demolition/
construction and medical waste. Half of the SWMT
and solid waste assessment (as it was called prior
to January 1, 1998) collections going into the
Environmental Fund in FY04 totaled approximately
$28,951,000. A portion of these funds are then
transferred into the MPCA’s Remediation Fund for
use at CLP sites and other remediation programs.

Bond Dollars

to be used for construction of remedial systems at
publicly owned closed landfills. However, Minn. Stat.
16A.642 revoked all state bonding authorizations
more than four years old, regardless of program
need or original legislative intent. This resulted in
approximately $56 million of bonding authority
being canceled.
In 2001, the legislature reauthorized $20.5 million
and in the 2002 session, the legislature authorized an
additional $10 million in general obligation bonds.
During the 2004 legislative session, the Governor
recommended $14 million of bond authorization for
the CLP. However, a bonding bill was not passed by
the legislature. As a result, construction activities at
seven closed landfills have been put on hold. The
MPCA estimates that an additional $31 million in
bonding authorization will be needed to complete
the remaining construction projects at the publiclyowned facilities.

Financial Assurance
Since the inception of the CLP, including FY04, the
state has received a total of $11,068,090 in financial
assurance payments from owners or operators of
24 closed landfills. In FY04, $644,726 in financial
assurance was received for the Cook County Landfill.
In past fiscal years, an additional $1,781,489 that
would have been collected from Waste Management
of Minnesota, Inc. (Anoka-Ramsey Municipal
Sanitary Landfill) was waived because Waste
Management of Minnesota, Inc., agreed to waive its
reimbursement claim by an equal amount.

Insurance Recovery
The state, along with Special Attorneys representing
the state, continued its pursuit of financial
settlements with insurance carriers. For a complete
description of this funding source, see page 4.

The original legislative authorization for the CLP
was $90 million to be appropriated over a 10-year
timeframe, beginning in 1994. These monies were

CLP
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share of the state’s landfill cleanup
costs from insurance carriers based
upon insurance policies issued
to responsible persons who are
liable for cleanup costs under the
state Superfund law. This would
include insurance policyholders who
owned or operated the landfills,
hauled waste containing hazardous
substances to the landfills, or
arranged for the disposal of waste
containing hazardous substances at
the landfills. Under the LCA, the
MPCA and Attorney General may
negotiate coverage settlements directly with insurance
carriers. If a carrier has had an opportunity to settle
with the state and fails to do so, the state may sue
the carrier directly to recover cleanup costs to the
extent of the insurance coverage issued to responsible
persons.

Expenditures
General CLP Expenditures
CLP expenditures are primarily for investigation,
design, construction, operation and maintenance of
landfills; reimbursements; and administration (see
Table 1 above for a summary). Expenditures for each
landfill are itemized in Appendix B: FY04 Financial
Summary on page 16.

MPCA Staff Photo

So far, the state has commenced three lawsuits
against insurance companies that have failed to settle
the state’s landfill cost-recovery claims. The first
lawsuit, involving approximately 17 carriers, was fully
settled in early 2003. In the course of that case, the
Minnesota Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the
state on the statute of limitations for the state’s claims
and on the constitutionality of the Landfill Cleanup
Act’s insurance-recovery provisions. A second lawsuit
was filed in Hennepin County in 2002, involving
approximately 13 insurance carriers. This lawsuit was
scheduled to go to trial in September 2004.

Pine Lane SLF

Insurance Recovery Effort
Background
The Landfill Cleanup Act authorizes the MPCA and
the Attorney General’s Office to seek to recover a fair
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FY04 Activities
In FY04, the state continued to pursue its landfill
insurance claims in two lawsuits. In the Hennepin
County lawsuit filed in 2002, the insurance
companies brought twenty summary judgment
motions, raising legal arguments under the state
Superfund law, the LCA and insurance law. In
July 2004, the District Court ruled against the
carriers on all Superfund issues and again upheld
the constitutionality of the LCA. The state agreed
to settlement mediation with several carriers in

CLP

the summer of 2004. As of August 2004, all of
the carriers in the Hennepin County lawsuit had
agreed to settle the state’s claims. In addition, in
September 2003, the state filed its third landfill
insurance-coverage lawsuit. This lawsuit is pending
in Anoka County District Court, with trial scheduled
for October 2005. There are five insurance carrier
defendants in this lawsuit.
The state’s settlement efforts continue to focus on
negotiating global settlements with insurance carriers.
Global settlements resolve all of an insurance carrier’s
liability for all 106 originally qualified landfills
covered by the landfill insurance-recovery law. The
state reached global settlements with a total of
three insurance carriers in FY04. The state’s global
settlements with insurance carriers last year resulted in
a deposit of $4,547,000 that was split equally between
the MPCA’s Remediation Fund and Closed Landfill
Investment Fund.
The state is represented in all landfill insurance
coverage litigation and in the settlement process by
Covington & Burling, Special Attorneys appointed by
the Attorney General. The state, along with Special
Attorneys representing the state, continues pursuit of
financial settlements with insurance carriers, with two
insurance coverage lawsuits underway.

botanical, air, water, land, timber, soil, quietude,
recreational and historical resources. Scenic and aesthetic
resources shall also be considered natural resources when
owned by any governmental unit or agency. NRD
payments received in FY04 as a result of settlements
amounted to $434,875. Total NRD settlements
received through June 30, 2004, equal $5,333,684.
The MPCA and the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources (DNR) are the state’s co-trustees
regarding the state’s NRD claims. It is the DNR
Commissioner’s responsibility to rehabilitate, restore
or acquire natural resources to remedy injuries or
losses to natural resources resulting from a release of
a hazardous substance. The DNR must, however,
provide written notice to the legislature on how
it plans to spend this money. In FY04, the DNR
created a Remediation Fund Grants Program from
which $707,740 was awarded to four restoration
projects throughout Minnesota. DNR provided
local units of government with funding for property
purchases to protect and restore natural resources that
are to remain in public conservation use in perpetuity.
DNR anticipates that an additional series of grants
estimated at $2 million will be awarded for similar
projects in FY05.

Future Activities
In FY05, the state will continue to negotiate
settlements with eight additional carriers. The MPCA
anticipates additional settlements with insurance
companies later in FY05, as the third coverage
lawsuit moves toward trial. Following this resolution,
the MPCA foresees only limited further insurance
recovery actions undertaken for this program.

Natural Resource Damages
MPCA Staff Photo

Under the LCA, insurance carriers may request that
the state’s claims for natural resource damages (NRD)
at any of the landfills in the CLP be included in
settlements with the state. State statute defines NRD
as damages to the following: “Natural resources” shall
include, but not be limited to, all mineral, animal,
Hopkins SLF

CLP
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Information Dissemination
The MPCA continues to include information
concerning the insurance recovery effort on its Web
site at www.pca.state.mn.us/cleanup/landfillclosed.html. This allows for information to be
reviewed quickly by various interested parties,
including insurance carriers from around the world,
consultants, attorneys and the general public.
Staff updated the CLP Web site during FY04. The
most important improvements to the CLP Web site
are upgrading maps showing landfill locations, several
updated site annual reports, the addition of more
reports, and streamlined access to related materials.
Staff continues to upgrade the material contained on
the Web site, provide the user with more information
about the CLP, and add additional site annual reports.

Summary on page 17.
In FY04, 13 landfills were downgraded to a lower
classification, while two landfills were upgraded to
a higher classification. The 13 landfills had their
classifications lowered and/or their scores reduced

The MPCA is convinced that providing
information is critical to enabling the
business community and local governments
to realize the benefits the LCA provides.
The dissemination of information also keeps
insurance carriers informed of activities
conducted by the MPCA and the Attorney
General’s Office.

Program Activities
Binding Agreements/
Notices of Compliance
Through June 30, 2004, the program has successfully
signed 108 Binding Agreements (BA) and issued 108
Notices of Compliance (NOC). The Cook County
Landfill was the only additional landfill, which had
both a BA and a NOC executed during FY04.

because construction had been substantially completed
or monitoring results warranted such a change.
LaGrande was upgraded to a higher classification
because ground-water quality deteriorated, leachate
seeps developed, and areas of significant erosion of
the cover were discovered.
The Washington County
Landfill was upgraded on
the priority list because
negative impacts to a
drinking water aquifer
were identified. Whenever
public health and/or

Priority List Rescoring
According to the LCA, the MPCA must update the
priority list each fiscal year to reflect any changes
due to monitoring and remediation activities. The
classification and score for each landfill in the
program can be found in Appendix B: FY04 Financial
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environmental issues arise, sites are upgraded to
a higher classification and/or score to allow staff
to move those sites up in the funding priorities to
speed up remedies. Table 2 shows the rationale for
classification and/or scoring changes in FY04. Table
3 and Figures 2 and 3 (previous page) illustrate how
CLP activities have resulted in an overall reduction
in relative risk to human health and the environment
during the past 10 years.

FY04 CLP Design, Oversight and
Construction Activity
Table 4 (page 8) is a summary of FY04 CLP design,
oversight, and construction activity. This table
explains the types of resonse actions completed and in
process at 30 landfills.

Deletion of Qualified Landfills from
the National Priority List (NPL) and
Permanent List of Priorities (PLP)
The EPA, under an agreement with the MPCA,
has removed eight closed landfills from the NPL
(federal Superfund list). Only one closed landfill,
Freeway, remains on the NPL. A Binding Agreement
was signed for this site during FY01, but has since
been revoked due to inactivity within the specified
timeframe of the BA. Before the Freeway Landfill
can be delisted from the NPL, it must once again
have a valid BA and be issued a NOC. The MPCA
will attempt to renegotiate a new BA for the Freeway
Landfill during FY05.
Since its inception, the CLP has also cleared the
way for the removal of 49 closed landfills from the
PLP (state Superfund list). The Killian Landfill was
removed from the PLP in FY04. At the close of
FY04, only two closed landfills remain on the PLP:
Freeway and Western Lake Superior Sanitary District
(WLSSD). It is anticipated that the WLSSD landfill
will enter the CLP in FY05.

CLP

Site Annual Reports
Every year, the MPCA site teams (comprised of an
assigned project leader, an engineer, a hydrologist and
an on-site inspector) hold a forum to discuss various
aspects of each site for which they have responsibility.
If the team determines that significant changes have
occurred or that conditions have changed, they will
prepare a revised annual report discussing those
changes for the landfill. Annual reports are divided
into three major sections:
n Site Background contains basic information about
the landfill;
n Site Engineering Summary discusses cover
maintenance/construction, leachate management
and monitoring, and landfill gas management and
monitoring; and
n Site Environmental Monitoring Summary
discusses ground-water monitoring, surface-water
monitoring and ground-water remediation system
management and maintenance.
Annual reports fulfill MPCA’s requirement pursuant
to Minn. Stat. §115B.412, Subd. 4(a) to provide
affected local units of government with site
information, including a description of the types,
locations, and potential movement of hazardous
substances, pollutants and contaminants, or
decomposition gases related to the landfill. Further,
Minn. Stat. §115B.412, Subd. 4(b) requires local
units of government to notify persons applying for a
permit to develop affected property of the existence of
this information and, on request, to provide a copy.
In fulfillment of Minnesota statutes, the purpose of
the landfill-specific annual report is to reflect current
site characteristics, to describe landfill reclassification/
rescoring up or down in priority, provide staff
contacts, and make recommendations for the future.
Also, these landfill reports are provided to local units
of government, pursuant to state law, as a source
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When a revised site annual report is provided to
local units of government, it is their responsibility to
review the Land Use Plan developed for the site in
their jurisdiction and decide if any changes need to be
made to local land-use plans to the adjacent property
in order to adequately protect public health and the
environment. The site annual reports for the 17
landfills located in the Metro area and 54 of the larger
Greater Minnesota sites are available on the MPCA’s
Web site at www.pca.state.mn.us/cleanup/landfillclosed.html. Staff will be posting the most recent
annual reports for all of the remaining sites on the
CLP Web site in FY05.

State Ownership of Landfills and
Adjacent Property
The MPCA has accepted ownership of 27 landfills
across the state as part of the site’s entry into the
CLP or via tax forfeiture. (See Appendix C, page
20, for a complete list.) This has been done in
those cases where state ownership provided the best
method of controlling access, managing the facility,
and providing the greatest possible environmental
protection and safety for the citizens living near the
facility. The MPCA accepts ownership of landfills in
situations in which the landfill’s past owners do not
have the resources to adequately maintain the landfill.

Property Purchases
In addition to the landfill property itself, the MPCA
has acquired a total of 21 additional adjacent
properties to provide adequate protections for human

health and safety. In FY04, the CLP spent $162,033
to acquire adjacent property at the Leech Lake, Long
Prairie, and Sauk Centre landfills due to ground water
and/or landfill gas concerns. The CLP has spent more
than three million dollars on these activities during
the past 10 years (see Appendix C for details).

Environmental Indicators
There are two environmental indicators that are
measured for the CLP: the reduction of leachate
generation and the reduction of landfill gas emissions.
Both have the potential to cause significant risk to
public health, as well as environmental damage. The
MPCA staff uses environmental indicators to measure
the progress of the CLP and better manage the
program.
Each year, staff determines the reduction of leachate
generation for program landfills using an enhanced
Hydrologic Evaluation of Landfill Performance
(HELP) model. Totally eliminating leachate
generation is impossible given current technology,
knowledge and economics. However, there are several
things that can be done to reduce the amount of
leachate each landfill generates and thereby minimize
the potential damage leachate can cause to the state’s
ground water. Similarly, the total elimination of
landfill gas escaping
to the environment
is not currently
possible. However,
by installing active
gas-collection
systems and flares
at larger sites,
significant reduction
in landfill gas
emissions directly to
the atmosphere has
been achieved.
MPCA Staff Photo

of information by which local governments can
prudently plan land use in the vicinity of the landfill.
The local units of government, per statute, must, in
turn, provide prospective developers of property near
the landfill with information about landfill gas and
ground-water problems. Depending on the extent
and magnitude of these problems, the MPCA will,
in the site annual report, recommend to local units
of government that they consider these conditions in
their land-use planning efforts, particularly for off-site
properties that may be affected.

Anoka Municipal SLF

CLP
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Leachate Reduction
Work completed at closed landfills has resulted in
significant reductions each year in the amount of
contaminated leachate reaching the ground water.
Since the inception of the program, 1,651 acres of
the 2,123 total acres of waste currently managed by
the CLP are protected by covers that meet or exceed
current standards. Improved or synthetic covers
greatly reduce the infiltration rate of surface water to
ground water.
Infiltration of surface water at landfills with poor
covers can generate leachate at a rate of 53,530 gallons
per acre per year. With improved covers, leachate
generation can be reduced to 6,224 gallons per acre
per year or less. That is an eightfold reduction in the
amount of water potentially able to leach through the
waste, become contaminated, and move into the ground
water.
Since the CLP began in 1995, a total of 163 acres
of waste have been consolidated onto existing waste,
and a total of 751 acres at 40 landfills have had
new improved covers installed, bringing them up
to current MPCA standards. In FY04, the CLP
reduced the footprint of landfills in the program by
35 acres and placed 62 acres of new improved covers
on existing landfills. Both of those efforts will reduce
by almost five million gallons the amount of leachate
being generated each year at those landfills.
The CLP also re-contours the surfaces, establishes
vegetative growth on the covers, and engineers
holding basins which further reduce the amount
of surface water likely to come into contact with
waste and form leachate. The CLP also operates six
leachate-collection systems and seven ground-water
pump-out systems in place at 13 sites, preventing
another two million gallons per year of leachate from
reaching the ground water.

Landfill Gas Reduction
Landfill gas was discussed in the 1997 legislative
report as an emerging issue for the CLP. Currently,
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most landfills in the CLP have some type of passive
gas-extraction system. Eighteen landfills currently
have an active gas-extraction system. Another twelve
landfills have been identified as having a large enough
volume of waste to support an active gas-extraction
system.
Active landfill gas extraction systems are increasingly
being considered for the following beneficial uses:
n reduction in methane migration and vegetative
loss,
n greenhouse gas reduction,
n reduction of volatile organic compounds migrating
to ground water, and
n gas-to-energy use.
Active gas-extraction systems and flares were
completed and went on-line during FY04 at Albert
Lea, Grand Rapids, Koochiching County, Olmsted
County, Pine Lane and St. Augusta Landfills. In
FY04, more than 28 million pounds of methane
and 730 pounds of volatile organic compounds were
destroyed by 16 flares operated at CLP landfills. See
Table 5, page 11, for details. The CLP contracted
to test 13 flares for methane and other contaminant
destruction efficiency in FY04. These stack tests
showed a greater than 99 percent destruction of
contaminants in all but one of the enclosed flares.

Landfill Gas-to-Energy
With advances in electrical generation technology
capable of using landfill gas as fuel (such as
microturbines and Stirling cycle engines), it has
become evident that direct use of landfill gas as a
boiler fuel or for production of electricity may provide
a beneficial use for this renewable energy source.
Currently, it is estimated that if all closed landfills
where active gas extraction systems are either
completed or planned were developed for electrical
generation, these landfills would have the capacity

CLP

to produce as much as 8-10 MW of baseload (steady
state) electricity. This would provide sufficient
electricity for the annual needs of more than 9,300
homes.
The CLP is currently exploring several options to
maximize development of this renewable energy
resource. The CLP, working with consultants, has
defined the economic and technical feasibility of
developing a landfill gas-to-electricity project using
microturbines at the WDE Landfill in Andover. It
now appears likely that the CLP will move forward
with the installation of a Stirling cycle engine to
generate 100-150 KW of electricity. Subsequent to
this, and other site-specific feasibility studies, the CLP
intends to develop several projects to demonstrate
the technical and economic feasibility of landfill gasto-energy in direct use applications as well as electric

CLP

generation at additional landfills. It is obvious that
private development of this renewable energy source is
dependent on the price offered by utilities, which is a
function of the utilities’ avoided costs, grant and loan
availability to help defray initial investment costs and
the need for electricity.
The interest has increased in recent years in
distributed generation of electricity using renewable
energy sources such as landfill gas. Development
of landfill-gas-to-energy not only affects the closed
landfills, but the open landfills as well. It is evident
that these landfill-gas-to-energy development
efforts need to be coordinated with the Minnesota
Department of Commerce, the Public Utility
Commission and the Office of Environmental
Assistance. To this end, the Closed Landfill Program
has been working closely with these agencies to
ensure that recent reports (such as the Department
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of Commerce’s recent 2004 Quad Report) reflect the
MPCA’s best information regarding landfill-gas-toenergy potential and activities.

Environmental Data Management
System (EDMS) Database
The Environmental Data Management System
(EDMS) is a database designed specifically to store
relevant data for all of the landfills currently in an
active status in the CLP. Development of EDMS
became crucial due to the enormous volume of data
coming in to the staff and the need to ensure the
integrity of environmental monitoring data.
The EDMS is an automated system that stores
monitoring data, including analytical and field
measurements of ground and surface water quality,
leachate, landfill gas (LFG) condensate, LFG
emissions, and flare information. EDMS can match
analytical data with physical characteristics of the
landfill. EDMS contains geologic data, monitoring
well/gas vent location and construction information.
Data are electronically submitted by contractors and
are validated prior to integration into the system.
Staff uses both standardized reports and projectspecific queries to define ground-water contaminant
trends and hydrographs of ground-water levels.
Contours of ground-water surfaces showing flow
direction and contaminant concentrations are
constructed by combining query outputs with
contouring and GIS software packages. CLP staff
uses the database to create sampling work plans,
review data trends, create reports (site specific annual
reports, MCES Special Discharge Reports, DNR
Annual Water Use Reports, etc.) and respond to
public inquiries in a timely and accurate manner.

Gopher State One Call
As a property owner, the MPCA is required by law
to respond to calls from Gopher State One Call to
identify underground utilities. In order to respond
to requests, the MPCA staff had property surveys
conducted at the five sites where underground utilities
are known to exist in public right-of-ways. Full service
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O&M contracts were amended in FY04 to provide
for contractor assistance to respond to Gopher State
One Call requests. In FY05, state contractors will be
assigned to address Gopher State One Call requests on
a 24-hour-a-day, seven-days-a-week basis. Staff is also
investigating the possibility of removing underground
utilities at two sites to eliminate the need to respond
to location requests. In addition, MPCA staff will
attempt to eliminate underground utilities located in
public right-of-ways at any new construction projects.

Land Use Plans
The LCA requires the MPCA to develop a Land
Use Plan for each landfill qualified for the CLP. It
also requires that local units of government make
their local land-use plans consistent with the plan
developed by the MPCA. Because the MPCA is
responsible for the cleanup and long-term care of
the landfills in the CLP, including installing and
maintaining response action equipment, taking care
of the landfill cover, monitoring ground water and
landfill gas, and securing the site, the local units
of government must make their land-use plans
compatible with the MPCA’s future responsibilities
and obligations for each site.
The purpose, therefore, of each Land Use Plan is to:
n protect the integrity of the landfill’s remediation
systems;
n protect human health and public safety at each
landfill; and
n accommodate local government needs and desires
for land use with consideration for health and
safety requirements.
This can be accomplished not only through the
state’s cleanup efforts but also through the adoption
and implementation of a site-specific Land Use Plan
through local zoning and other land-use measures that
are consistent with public health and safety needs.
Essentially, the Land Use Plan will compare the
MPCA’s land-use expectations at the qualified
facility to the land-use designations (zoning districts)

CLP

prescribed by the local unit of government. If these
are in conflict, then the local government’s land-use
designations will need to be modified to become
compatible with the MPCA’s plans for the site.
In FY04, the MPCA completed a pilot Land Use
Plan for the Dakhue Landfill. The local unit of
government responsible for land-use zoning where
the landfill is located adopted a new zoning district
(Closed Landfill Restricted) and
accompanying ordinance at the
recommendation of the MPCA.
Although the MPCA used a
contractor to develop the initial
Dakhue Landfill Land Use Plan, the
MPCA decided additional contractor
assistance will not be necessary to
develop other Land Use Plans. The
MPCA intends to train staff and
complete additional Land Use Plans
as time allows in FY05.

Looking Ahead to FY05
Proposed New Projects
MPCA staff anticipates the CLP will have activities at
the following landfills during FY05.

National Recognition
for CLP and Insurance
Recovery
Minnesota’s Closed Landfill
Program was selected as one of the
top 50 finalists for an Innovations
Award in American Government
in December 2003. These 50
finalists represent the top seven
percent of the national applicant
pool. This annual award competition
(administered by the John F.
Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University, in partnership with the Council
for Excellence in Government) strives to identify
and promote excellence and creativity in the public
sector. Although the CLP and Insurance Recovery
programs were not selected as one of the year’s top 15
finalists, the reviewers indicated they were impressed
by the program’s creativity.

CLP
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Emerging Issues
Research on Emerging Contaminants in
Minnesota’s Closed Landfills
To ensure protection of human health and the
environment, in 2000 the MPCA initiated the
Emerging Contaminants Program to examine and
gather information on emerging issues of concern in
Minnesota. Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs),
brominated dioxins and furans, perfluorooctane sulfonate
(PFOS), and alky phenols (APs) are currently the
focus of investigations by the Emerging Contaminants
Program. For more information on this program, see
www.pca.state.mn.us/publications/reports/lr-air-waterpollution-sy03.pdf.

1.

Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers
(PBDEs):

In recent years, scientists have observed undesirable
health and environmental consequences from
the widespread use of flame retardants such as
Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers (PBDEs). PBDEs
are used as additive flame retardants in plastics,
textiles, coatings and electrical components in
products such as computers, TVs, electrical appliances,
furniture, building materials, carpets and automobiles.
These chemicals have been found to persist in the
environment and bioaccumulate in humans and
wildlife.
During 2001, the MPCA staff conducted a
study entitled Occurrence and Concentrations of
Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers (PBDEs) in Minnesota
Environment (Oliaei et. al, 2002). This was the first
study to investigate PBDE contamination and found
PBDEs in all environmental matrices examined. The
highest concentrations were found in landfill leachates
and wastewater treatment plant sludges.
During FY04, the CLP supported a study which
included the Western Lake Superior Sanitary District
(WLSSD) Landfill and an adjacent watershed.
WLSSD is a recently closed landfill located in Duluth.
Samples were collected and analyzed for PBDEs. The
results of this study will help us to better understand
sources and distribution of PBDEs in Minnesota’s
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environment and to identify emerging issues
associated with such contaminants.

2.

Polybrominated Dioxins and
Furans

As part of the 2001 study, composites of fish
and sediment samples collected from six major
Minnesota rivers downstream from Wastewater
Treatment Plants are also being analyzed for
brominated dioxins. Brominated dioxins are also
being measured in samples taken from wastewater
treatment plant sludges, landfill leachates and
landfill sludges collected as part of the PBDE study.

Perfluorooctane Sulfonate

3. (PFOS) & Perflurooctanoic
Acid (PFOA)

Fluorinated surfactants, including perfluorooctane
sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid
(PFOA), are another class of new chemicals widely
incorporated into consumer products and recently
identified as contaminants of concern. In April
2003, the EPA released a preliminary risk assessment
presenting serious concerns about developmental
exposure and toxic effects related to PFOA and its
salts (see www.epa.gov/opptintr/pfoa/index.htm).
The Emerging Contaminants Program received
additional funding for FY05 from the CLP to
continue investigations on the presence and
distribution of PFOS/PFOA in Minnesota’s
landfills, wastewaters and the environment. The
objective of this work is to determine the sources
and prevalence of these contaminants (PBDEs
and PFOS/PFOA). If we can determine that, then
measures can be devised to reduce their prevalence
in the environment.

Program Contacts
For more information about the CLP, contact:
n Doug Day, Supervisor, Landfill Cleanup Program,
(651) 297-1780, toll-free/TTY (800) 657-3864.
n Jeff Lewis, Manager, Remediation Programs,
(651) 297-8505.

CLP

Appendix A: Financial Assurance
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Appendix B: FY04 Financial Summary
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Appendix C: CLP State Ownership of Landfills
and Adjacent Property
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Regional Offices
n

MPCA North Central Office
7678 College Road
Suite 105
Baxter, Minnesota 56425
(218) 828-2492

n

MPCA Detroit Lakes Office
714 Lake Avenue Plaza
Detroit Lakes, Minnesota 56501
(218) 847-1519

n

MPCA Duluth Office
525 Lake Avenue South
Suite 400
Duluth, Minnesota 55802
(218) 723-4660

n

MPCA Mankato Office
1230 South Victory Drive
Mankato, Minnesota 56001
(507) 389-5977

n

MPCA Marshall Office
1420 East College Drive
Suite 900
Marshall, Minnesota 56258
(507) 537-7146

n

MPCA Rochester Office
18 Wood Lake Drive Southeast
Rochester, Minnesota 55904
(507) 285-7343

n

MPCA Willmar Office
201 28th Avenue Southwest
Willmar, Minnesota 56201
(320) 214-3786

